
                              How to use the Play cricket D/L calculator 

 Down load the App  Play cricket .com 

There will be a section that says continue without logging in which you click on . A selection of 

choices will appear , so click on DLCalculator 

 Follow these steps 

1. fill in number of overs you are starting with eg 50 

2. Make sure the first innings  is underlined   

3. Fill in the final score if there has been no rain interruptions. 

 

 If there has been a rain break, at the bottom of the page you will see suspension periods 

and an arrow. Click on the arrow and then new suspension period on next page  

 under Heading suspension 1 fill in the details eg 

 overs already played , what the total was when you came off , how many wickets had fallen 

and how many overs lost. (remember overs lost is  2 overs( I off each side )for every 7 

minutes  lost  

Example  (off for 105 mins so that’s 15 overs off each side ) 

           eg overs played 12       Runs 40                wickets lost 1               Overs left after suspension 23 

 Click done 

 You are now playing 35 overs . 

 Enter the score at the end of these overs. eg 140 and click second innings . 

 

Second innings 

 Click on second innings  and you will see the second innings is 35 overs and the target is 

151(target can increase because the  batting side planned their innings for the full 50 overs.) 

 You will see a heading   par score ,  and boxes to fill in  overs , runs and wickets 

 Fill in these boxes as the game progresses. eg  for the first over enter 1 in overs box, you will 

see the par score of 2 in the runs box. 

 if 12 overs have been played   par scored is 35 

 if a wicket falls in that over then par score increases to 39 

 You keep going until the target score has been reached or side is all out. 

 You can add further suspensions periods in the same manner. 

IT IS IMPORTANT TO TAKE NOTE WHEN COMING OFF  FOR RAIN ,THE TOTALSCORE ,WICKETS LOST  

NUMBER OF OVERS PLAYED AS WELL AS THE TIME. 

 


